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Counselor,
It turns out that I had a copy of my separation agreement in my laptop.
Afso, I thought you might be interested in an excerpt from my initial contact in this matter.

To:XXXXXXX
Re: Reminton M/700 .

I watched with Interest CNBC's "expose"' of the M/700 fire control problem, t held various positions with Remington during the 70's,

80's and 90's Including Manager, Technical Services (R&D), Superintendent, Product Engineering & Control, (included alt QC

functions), DifBOtgrof International Technology, eta I have also served as expert witness for Remington, although not on M/700 •

Issues. 'r

During the mid 90's I was the guy assigned to handle a 60 MINUTES interview on the same subject It was with, as I recall, Ed

Bradley's producer, I apparently did okay, as they never chose to a(r a story.

1 was also trie guy who initiated and led the N BAR program before moving on to other things.
So much for the bona fides.

What surprised me about the CNBC piece was their failure to mention a very damaging piece of evidence, that being the numerous

FSR incidents in Remington's own factory, mostly on brand new guns. These occurred due to a liny sliver of metal being created

during the flre control assembly operation.'That sliver would get lodged in a position such that the trigger would not return to the neutral
position. The safety was then released and... BAM. In the field, any foreign object of about the same size could, and probably has,

produced the same result

If Remington has managed to shield these Incidents from your discovery process, they have done a pretty thorough job of "cleaning

things up"..

Thought you'd want to know.

I have been ambivalent about this situation for years. I guess I agree with my old friend Mike Walker. There was nothing sinister about

Remington's actions, at least at the engineering level But you don't have to be sinister to be wrong.

If I can be of assistance, let me know.

'As I do not know who is the lead attorney In thte matter, I have sent a similar note to Attorney XXXXX.

Regards,

KenSoucy
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